
Unit 5, Kindergarten    March 13-April 28  

 

Dear Parents,  

We have begun unit 5 of Spanish with your kindergartener.  In this unit we 

will teach vocabulary related to insects and plants and plant parts. Please 

use the vocabulary and suggestions below to help reinforce these concepts 

at home! 

 

Sincerely, 

Fabiola Murillo  
 

Corresponding IB Unit:  Sharing the planet. 

 

Spanish Connection: Living things have common characteristics and use common 

resources. 

 

Objectives: Teach different types of insects. Teach plants and plant parts. Continue to 

build upon learned vocabulary and concepts.  

Insects  

1. la hormiga the ant 

2. la abeja the bee 

3. el escarabajo the beetle 

4. la mariposa the butterfly 

5. la oruga the caterpillar 

6. la mosca the fly 

7. la mariquita the ladybug 

8. el caracol the snail 

9. la araña the spider 

10. el gusano the worm 

Plants and plant parts  

11. la flor the flower 

12. la hierba the grass 

13. el arbol the tree 

14. las ramas the branches 

15. las hojas the leaves 

16. el girasol the sunflower 

17. la planta the plant 

18. las malas hierbas the weeds 

19. la bellota the acorn 

20. el arbusto the bush 

Tips for home reinforcement 
Pronunciation guide in Spanish: 

A is pronounced ‘ah’ like in father 

E is pronounced ‘eh’ like in met 

I is pronounced ‘ee’ like in feet 

O is pronounced ‘oh’ like the oa sound in boat 

U is pronounced ‘oo’ like in boot or tune 



Suggestions for home: 

• Make signs in Spanish to label things around your home 

• Make your own flashcards in Spanish (and have your child draw the pictures for 

them!) 

• Have everyone at home try to use this unit’s vocabulary in Spanish! 

• Check out some children’s books from the library in Spanish and work together 

to decode them! 

• See if your child’s favorite DVD has language options! Sometimes you can set the 

spoken language to be in Spanish and put captions on in English.   

• Explore YouTube for fun teaching songs in Spanish 

• Some free printable worksheets in Spanish can be found at 

www.enchantedlearning.com/ 

• Many fun songs, videos, and activities can be found at https://rockalingua.com/ 
 


